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A Twist Of Fate: Heir To The World's Wealthiest Man

Chapter 61 Here Comes A Surprise

Summary

"I just know that."

Upon hearing these sarcasm, Garry was speechless.

Elin's face turned red with anger upon hearing those sarcastic remarks. "

After hanging up the phone, Garry said to Elin with a refreshing smile, "This is a birthday present. My surprise update is for you!" "

"Elin, you need to be more vigilant.

" Shut up! "

" Oh, it turns out he's bragging. "

Basically, they wanted Elin to keep his distance from Garry and avoid being deceived.com

es, he must be a poor man

"Please Hi ...

**********************

`I just knew it.

He looks too young to own a shopping mall worth billions of dollars!``Oh, it turns out that he was bragging.

You really made a terrible mistake this time, Elin!``Ha-ha! Garry Smith, your trick to pretend that you are a multi-
billionaire has been exposed! You have brought humiliation upon yourself! Let's see how you worm your way out of this
predicament!`When Garry heard these sarcastic words, he was speechless.

What was wrong with these people? He was telling the truth, but no one believed him.

`Shut up!` Elin yelled in a shrill voice, directly interrupting the sarcasm of the crowd.

She retorted icily, `Garry is my friend, and he didn't say that he owned the Phoenix City Square in this city.

Why are you denigrating hi Read full chapter at aunovel.comes, he must be a poor man.

He is just an opportunist, trying to hook up with you.``Elin, you need to be more vigilant.

They will use you and leave you high and dry, and then just disappear.

Be on your guard.`Basically, they wanted Elin to keep a distance from Garry and avoid being deceived.

Elin's face turned a bright red with fury when she heard those sarcastic remarks.

After all, she had just warned them to treat her guest with respect.

But just before she could lash out at the troublemakers, Garry's phone rang.

`Hello...

Well, I'm in the Peony Hall.

You can come here.`After hanging up the phone, Garry said to Elin with a cheerful smile, `Here comes my surprise
birthday gift for you!`.
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